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Abstract

A typology of the principal conceptions of loyalty and behavioral agency in economic theory is developed. Three distinct modalities are identified: first is structural loyalty—essentially an incentive-based approach to limit the temptations of disloyal conduct by agents motivated exclusively and unrelentingly by the pursuit of their self-interests; second is self-serving loyalty, which seeks to encourage or enlist persons with perceived loyal character or preferences for pursuing observationally loyal actions and choices. Pursuit of self-interest continues to motivate behavior but these agents may possess a sense of loyalty to others. Moving away from incentives and preferences, a third modality is suggested, allegiant loyalty, i.e., other-regarding behavioral obligations and adherence to conduct rules that, unlike the first two modalities, may contravene the imperatives of self-interests. The typology is used to inform the debate regarding the economic support for competing legal requirements of loyalty placed on fiduciaries.

[Dear Reader: the extensive endnotes following the conclusion of the document may be skipped without loss of the argument; No need to read them unless you are curious. I look forward to your comments and questions. Thank you. Best, -Rick]
1 Introduction

Loyalty, as a matter of law, has traditionally placed strict obligations on fiduciaries to act not in their own self interest, but in the sole interest of their beneficiaries. Common law doctrine stipulates that an agent, absent contrary agreement, must “act solely for the benefit of the principal in all matters connected with his agency.” Agents are not the only fiduciaries subject to this strict rule. Sole interest defines the legal requirement of loyalty owed by conservators, executors, guardians and other administrators acting on behalf of beneficiaries. Trust law’s duty of loyalty, which obligates the trustee “to administer the trust solely in the interest of the beneficiary,” goes even further, pronouncing what has come to be known as the “no further inquiry rule.” That is, once a trustee’s conflict is established, courts need make ‘no further inquiry’ into other matters, such as fairness, good faith or otherwise compelling exigencies attending the circumstances, in order to affirm the beneficiary’s power to void any conflicted transaction. Conflicted fiduciaries are subject to presumptions of liability—irrefutable under the ‘no further inquiry’ rule—as a time honored prophylaxis.

When, in 1928, Judge Cardozo famously announced the conduct rule of a “punctilio of an honor the most sensitive [as] the standard of behavior” placed on the co-venturers in Meinhard v. Salmon, he was not invoking the legal norms of contracts, partnerships or joint venture law (as often assumed) but rather the strict equitable fiduciary standards for trustees. “A trustee is held to something stricter than the morals of the market place,” Cardozo wrote of the law’s commitment to the sole interest rule and the resistant “attitude of courts of equity when petitioned to undermine the rule of undivided loyalty by the ‘disintegrating erosion’ of particular exceptions.” Equity’s resolve against forces eroding the rule of undivided loyalty in 1928 (only months before the great stock market collapse) today appears nearly exhausted from necessary concessions, we are told, for marketmakers and market efficiency. Exceptions have swallowed the rule for many fiduciaries engaged in commercial activity.

Corporate and company law in many states currently allow, and in some cases, encourage fiduciaries to take self-interested positions in transactions pursued on behalf of their beneficiaries. Even within trust law, exceptions have multiplied with the ever-increasing magnitude of assets held by commercial trusts, including pensions, hedge funds and mutual funds among other entities. A vigorous debate has been sparked by the continuing proliferation of exceptions and categorical exclusion of the sole interest rule. Those pushing for change argue that it is time to completely abandon the sole in-
terest rule in favor of a best-interest standard that would allow fiduciaries to rebut presumptions of disloyalty in conflicted transaction by showing good faith and prudence, care, competence or fairness to beneficiaries. Sole interest overdeters fiduciaries, detractors claim, discouraging efficient and fair transactions to the ultimate harm of beneficiaries. 

Proponents of the sole interest rule argue there is little reason for its abandonment. Beyond the numerous carve-outs created by existing exceptions and categorical exclusions, fiduciaries can always undertake self-dealing or conflicted transaction by securing, either expressly or impliedly, *ex ante* authorization or *ex post* ratification from their beneficiaries, as well as by seeking and securing court approval. All told, given the numerous avenues available to pursue efficient and fair interested transactions, sole interest proponents see no cause to discard an ancient rule that offers protection to beneficiaries (against opportunists) as well as to fiduciaries themselves (against self-doubt, temptation and uncertainty). These old sensibilities, however, continue to suffer under the disintegrating erosion of the tides of change. While courts have yet to shift entirely from sole interest to best interest (outside of the now settled exceptions and categorical exclusions), roughly two dozen state have adopted the recent Uniform Trust Code, which like the Uniform Power of Attorney Act, adopts a best interest stance.

It is often suggested, by both proponents and detractors of the sole interest rule, that an economics approach always favors the efficiency and incentives entailed in the best interest rule. They are wrong. Sole interest is entirely consistent with an economic approach to loyalty. Moreover, the sole interest rule wherein, in the absence a of contrary agreement, conflicted fiduciaries are subject to disgorgement of gains on a ‘no further inquiry’ basis can both inform and inculcate appropriate dispositional attitudes of fiduciaries who take an internal point of view with regard to ethical conduct rules of loyalty, while still encouraging efficient behavior by strictly ‘rational’ self-interested agents. These points are demonstrated briefly at the conclusion of this draft. In the next section, which comprises the bulk of the analysis, a typology of the principal conceptions of loyalty in economic theory is developed and applied to the matter of sole interest versus best interest.

### 2 Agency & Loyalty in Economic Theory

All economic models of exchange entail a theory of loyalty. Although often implicit, one of three theoretical tracts becomes apparent on close inspection.
First, and most frequently, questions of disloyalty are treated structurally in models occupied by economic agents unable to choose or act in any manner than that dictated by narrow self-interest. These agents unsympathetically pursue their own interests, unrestrained by the interests of others or by other independent values. They can allow for the theoretical possibility of loyalty in others, but treat it as a nonbinding constraint over their own actions and choices, like men in a vacuum conceding a theory of gravity while gravity itself exerts no force on them. In the moral vacuum of their internal workings, loyalty, or what appears to be so, is determined entirely by external structures and the contexts where these agents find themselves.

In place of context or situation, the second theoretical tract accounts for loyalty in terms of personal character. Loyalty is treated as an aspect of an economic agent’s identity or personality, or more formally as a direct expression of preferences. Recognizing that preferences are malleable, this approach expands the scope of loyalty in interesting and distinct directions from that of the structural approach. One way to see the difference between self-serving and structural loyalty is that the latter seeks to discourage disloyalty while the former aims to encourage loyalty. There is more to this difference than semantics. Safeguards and incentives are used to deter behavior that would occur in their absence, behavior that (even if rational or natural) is considered disloyal. Safeguards and incentives are unnecessary when actors are virtuous, possessing good character or having preferences, for whatever reason, to engage in behavior that seen as loyal. Loyalty in this case is realized by influencing an individual’s character, tastes and preferences or by empowering individuals who already possess these positive traits.

Allegiant loyalty, the label for the third tract, looks at loyalty in light of behavioral commitments to relationships and associations, or more specifically, commitments to the prescribed rules of conduct for various relationships or associations. These commitments, according to this view, are explained neither by context nor character alone. Allegiant loyalty goes beyond the situational determinism and revealed preferences of the structural and the self-serving tracts. Self-interest is the engine that drives conduct under the pull and push of incentives and safeguards (structural) and the internal forces of character and preferences (self-serving). But allegiant loyalty allows for the possibility of self-abnegation and therefore may dislodge actions and choices from the grip of self-serving behavior taken for granted in conventional economic thought.

These three theoretical tracts of loyalty in economic theory may be distinguished from accounts of loyalty and fiduciary law advanced in the
economic analysis of law (or “law & economics”). Conventional law & economics models of loyalty have largely relied on economic theory to explain existing legal institutional rules and practices concerning loyalty and other nominal duties of fiduciaries. Law and legal institutions in those models are objects, subject to economic analysis. By contrast, economics is the object of analysis in this section; specifically, the aim here is to analyze the ways in which economists (often implicitly) have theorized the loyalty of agents who intentionally undertake inadequate or otherwise inappropriate actions and choices. Hence, “loyalty” here is notionally broader than its conventional usage in fiduciary law. Across legal jurisdictions there are nominally many fiduciary duties—including obligations of candor, care, confidence, disclosure, impartiality, among many others—that are sometimes separated and sometimes subsumed under a common law duty of loyalty. Though useful in practice as well as perhaps elsewhere, these juridical partitions are not maintained here. Any intentional failure to exercise adequate care, keep confidences, demonstrate impartiality, avoid self-dealing and so on is treated as a breach of loyalty here.

A final disclaimer: while loyalty is herein broadly conceived, there is no aim here to provide a comprehensive survey of its usage in economics. Theories of class loyalty (in familiar works by Engels, Marx, and Veblen among others) are not meaningfully addressed, nor are more recent price-discrimination models based on brand or consumer loyalty (and much else besides). Beyond the constraints of space, an exhaustive review would exceed the scope and purpose of this section, which is simply to rough out the principal economics approaches to loyalty in agency and other relations. That said, the summaries and gloss on the literature covered will no doubt slight important scholarship and subtleties. Future drafts will hopefully fill in the most glaring omissions and fix remediable flaws in the characterization that follows.

2.1 Structural Loyalty

Modern economic thought was inspired by reflections on the eternal burdens of disloyal servants. Contemplating the ethics of self-serving agents, seeming to advance their own interests above those of their one true master, Pierre Nicole, the seventeenth-century pragmatic theologian, arrived at a radical insight. Pursuit of individual self-interest, Nicole argued, was not only part of the divine plan, it is the only part accessible to these fallen servants. Acting on self-interests could, in some cases, be seen an expression of loyalty to God’s plan. There launch the idea of enlightened self-interest, amour-
propre, later taking a more secular form in Bernard Mandeville’s irreverent *Fable of the Bees* (1714), which was then perfected in Adam Smith’s *The Wealth of Nations* (1776). Self-interest begins, with Nicole, in service of a divine lord, but later, with Smith, it becomes the sources of ultimate appeal. “It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker, that we expect our dinner,” Smith famously concluded, “but from their regard to their own interest. We address ourselves, not to their humanity but to their self-love.”

Whether Smith is rightly charged with ushering self-interest from the sacred to the profane, his sober conclusion could only shift, not satisfy, economic inquiry into loyalty—that is, not unless butcher, brewer and baker were each content to work alone. Questions of loyalty, if not to God, were bound to resurface, “like lumps of butter coagulating in a pail of buttermilk.” Division of labor demands agency. As the marginal costs of transacting through contracts and markets increase individuals will engage the assistance of agents, enlisting them in a manner that cannot be accomplished by the very contractual and market relations the limitations of which gave rise to the demand for agency in the first place. Loyalty is non-transferrable and cannot be procured through markets or by contract.

When market and contractual incentives are inadequate, the loyalty of agents is all that remains, the last resort of principals and beneficiaries whose welfare is entrusted to agents. Agency, to be sure, has its own limits. Smith was well-aware of these limitations. His critiques of apprenticeships, university lectureships and directorships of joint stock companies characterize all the basic concerns of so-called “agency problems.” Smith’s clearest statements on the nature of agency and loyalty are, perhaps, found in his comments on the governance of European colonial interest by local agents (i.e., “clerks”) in the Americas and East Indies:

Nothing can be more completely foolish than to expect that clerks quite out of sight, should, upon a simple order from their masters, give up at once doing any sort of business upon their own account, abandon for ever all hopes of making a fortune, of which they have the means in their hands. These agents, stressed Smith, were not properly seen as corrupt or disloyal. Blame should be steered toward “the nature of their situation.” Placed in a context where their interests diverged so greatly from those of their masters, “[t]hey acted as their situation naturally directed,” Smith wrote, “and the most perfect information would not necessarily put an end to their oppressions.”
Self-serving disloyalty was now seen as a ‘natural’ response (not an enlightened embrace of role and place in a greater plan as pictured by Nicole). Redemption lay not in correcting the character of clerks, but rather the conditions that naturally tempted their conceit. “It is my impression,” George Stigler wrote of this changing view of servants and their salvation, “that the clergy of former times devoted their finest efforts to mending the behavior of individuals, but that in recent times they have sought rather to mend social policy.” 28 Conceptions of self-interested behavior shifted, subtly and over many years, from being an enlightened “moral” choice to a natural “rational” response to one’s situation, and with that shift critical attention also moved from the conduct of agents to the context they inhabited. Seeds of a false dichotomy between “moral” and “rational” action were planted at this time, with economists increasingly confining themselves to the domain of the latter. 29 Questions of personal loyalty and trust were then largely eclipsed in the search for optimal incentives and better structural design to remedy the natural and inevitably misaligned interests of agents and their principals.

Almost all of the models in the economic principal-agent literature are oriented around redressing this structural misalignment. 30 With minor variations in assumptions from model to model, they all take the essential problem as one revolving around a principal who can neither observe nor infer what actions agents take (or what knowledge agents possess) simply by looking at outcomes ex post, making it difficult to impossible to efficiently condition their arrangements on realized states. 31 Second-best contractual and market solutions then look to ex ante incentives as a tool to align the interests of principals and their agents. Incentive alignment is necessary because all models assume agents never sacrifice their own interests for the benefit of their principals—not without some expectation of compensation or punishment. Systems or, as economists often say, “menus” of rewards and penalties are put in place to guide the conduct of agents toward the ends of their principals. It is these guiderails, and not the agents themselves, that determine whether agents behave ‘loyally.’ Any observed disloyalty is then not the fault of rational agents, but rather a failure of an incentive structure that left them exposed to moral hazard.

Moral hazard is an expression that economists borrowed from nineteenth and twentieth-century insurers, for whom it captured two distinct meanings, as Tom Baker has written. First was the problem of identifying “bad character” among those applying for insurance. Second was the problem of “temptation” created by the insurance itself. Insurers “would refuse to insure ‘moral hazards’—that is, people with bad characters. And they would structure the insurance contract so that it did not create a ‘moral hazard’—
that is, [so as to not] tempt good people to do wrong."

After economists appropriated the usage, Baker writes, they “dispensed with the insurers’ notion of ‘character’ and changed the theologically loaded ‘temptation’ into an insurance ‘incentive’.” Actually, these two themes, bad character and temptation, remain central in economics and are the twin pillars around which the economic principal-agent literature has been built. Bad character (or bad characteristics) in economics is today studied under the heading of adverse selection or “hidden information,” while structural temptation falls under moral hazard or more generally “hidden action.”

Frank Knight (1921) was an early promoter of the importance of moral hazard in economic thought, but it was Kenneth Arrow (1963) who clarified its ethical and moral meaning in the context of formal models with strictly rational actors. Arrow insisted on the “moral” modifier as much as the more actuarial “hazard,” retaining both halves of the venerable expression, which has since largely become an empty slogan among economists. Today most might agree with an early critic of Arrow, who argued that moral hazard “has, in fact, little to do with morality[,]” Acting on self-interest, the critic observed (invoking an illusory distinction), “is a result not of moral perfidy, but of rational economic behavior.” Moral perfidy and rational economic behavior, however, are not mutual exclusive categories, as Arrow pointedly replied to his critic: “No doubt Judas Iscariot turned a tidy profit from one of his transactions, but the usual judgment of his behavior is not necessarily wrong.” That Judas acted on rational self-interest, obviously, did not put his conduct beyond reproach. His disloyalty, moreover, is subject not only to conventional moral and ethical criticism, but also to the critical assessment of an economist concerned exclusively with efficiency.

Moral hazard illustrates the limits to which self-serving conduct can be relied upon as an organizing principle for an efficient society—to say nothing of the morals and ethics of such a society. It highlights the value (from an economic perspective) of loyalty and other moderating norms against runaway self-interest. These norms, “whether internalized as moral principles or externally imposed, are to some extent essential for efficiency,” Arrow observed, because the lesson of moral hazard is that “complete reliance on economic incentives does not lead to an optimal allocation of resources in general.” Though he casts a wide net, it is important to recognize that Arrow’s moral and ethical approach remains within the structural loyalty framework. He is interested in identifying and improving the structures that deter disloyalty. By conscripting “systems of ethics” Arrow sought to expand the menu of rewards and penalties to better guide conduct in those places where self-interest and situational impulses lead agents astray. It is
a familiar insight and long-held aspiration of economists. “Those general rules of conduct,” Adam Smith (1759) wrote, “are of great use in correcting misrepresentations of self-love.” 

Loyalty is revealed only through observable actions and choices. That fact is what makes the structural approach described above a plausible theory of loyalty. Since loyalty is observed solely in actions and choices, structuralists seeking to promote fidelity see a straightforward answer to concerns of disloyalty. Design the menu of available options so as to induce loyal conduct and decisions. It is a design solution grounded in the strong behavioral assumption well-captured by the American satirist, Christopher Rock, who scandalously remarked that “men are only as faithful as their options.”

Continuing the menu-options metaphor, it is a commonplace that people respond differently to menu items. Some people display a greater appetite or preference for actions and choices that are deemed loyal, suggesting another approach to loyalty to which we now turn.

2.2 Self-serving Loyalty

Rather than presuming a neutral effect of loyalty on the internal calculus of agents, the self-serving approach begins with loyalty as an aspect of an individual’s identity or personality. In other words, some agents simply have a taste for loyalty. Treating loyalty as expressions of agents’ preferences and character widens the scope of economic inquiry. Loyal preferences and character under this approach, moreover, needn’t be given or fixed. George Akerlof (1983) describes this commonsensical point fact in writing, “[w]hen people go through experiences, frequently their loyalties, or their values, change.” He recalls Max Weber’s discussion of the “Protestant ethic” as the “classic description of how different experiences result in different personality types, with important economic consequences.” Akerlof referred to these value-changing experiences as “loyalty filters” in an article by the same name, and then raised the less obvious point that “persons, by having a choice over their experiences, can exercise some choice over their values.”

Loyalty itself now becomes a choice available to agents, which is not to say that they always freely and consciously determine their own loyalties and values, though sometimes they may. More often the determination is made by others, such as a parent, pastor or other authority figures who ex-

*Revealingly, none are modeled as having a taste for disloyalty. An absence of loyalty remains a rational neutral, and never a negative, characteristic.
ercise influence over the experiences of those under their charge. Akerlof’s key contribution to the economic loyalty literature lies in his emphasis that “values are not fixed, as [assumed] in standard economics, but are a matter of choice.” As something that may be chosen, both in kind and degree, loyalty then becomes subject to conventional rational choice analyses. Akerlof undertakes such an analysis to develop a theory of endogenous loyalty. He motivates his theory with accounts of parents who to teach their children to be honest and loyalty to their social class, and similarly situated academies, such as “military service academies, prestige universities, and other institutions that not only give technical training, but also teach loyalty to these institutions and the type of persons who are their faculty or alumni.”

Akerlof formalizes these accounts through signaling models, like Michael Spence’s (1973) well-known education model, wherein loyalty, trustworthiness or honesty are taken to be desirable but unobservable qualities. Those who seem to possess these qualities are rewarded for the appearance of such, as signaled by traits that are correlated with the underlying desirable qualities. Individuals (or their promoters, e.g., parents, leaders of elite academies and other institutional actors) may invest in “acquiring traits that cause them to appear honest. And the cheapest way to acquire such traits,” these models assume, “is, in fact, to be honest!” That honest and loyal persons can acquire relevant observable traits at less cost is an essential part of the equilibrium that (on average) separates them from dishonest and disloyal actors in the population.

Although intrinsically loyal persons can acquire these traits at lower cost than others, there must still be some perceived benefits of having these traits to justify the costs, however small, of their acquisition. A prior question must therefore be addressed. Why would it make sense, from an economic perspective, for firms and other presumably rational actors to seek out, retain and reward apparently loyal agents? To non-economists the answer may be both unsurprising and non-obvious: loyalty is sought out when it promotes efficiency, not a surprising aim for economists, but how this aim is pursued (i.e., through dynamic efficiency) may not be obvious. Consider the case of public corporations. These firms and their rational shareholders gain more wealth when stakeholders (e.g., employees, suppliers, communities to which the firms are tied and so forth) make appropriate relationship-specific investment in their transactions with firms. However, if these stakeholders anticipate that firms will engage in hold up or opportunistically breach their agreements after investments are made, then stakeholders will rationally underinvest in the joint enterprise. It is this problem, “the hold up problem,” that turns loyal agents into a useful tool for rational actors.
In order to “ensure appropriate investment by stakeholders,” Andrei Shleifer and Lawrence Summers (1988) argue, firms “must be trusted not to breach contracts even when it is value maximizing to do so.” Corporations led by intrinsically or, as they say, “irrationally” honest, trustworthy or loyal individuals will encourage more (appropriate) counterparty investments because employees and other stakeholders trust that these honest and loyal managers will keep their word. As a consequence, Shleifer and Summers conclude, firms with irrationally honest or loyal managers will tend to perform better than firms with only strictly rational managers. It is a conclusion applicable not only to corporations, but to whole economies. A key “characteristic of a successful economic system,” argued Arrow, is its capacity to support “relations of trust and confidence,” providing assurance that counterparties “will not cheat even though it may be ‘rational economic behavior’ to do so.” Importantly, Arrow was not describing any kind of rational trust or honesty, but rather pointing to the “nonrational” or “allegiant” variety, something closer to the ancient doctrine of fides — keeping one’s word and conformity to ethical norms not because of self-interest, but in spite of it.

Loyalty is exploited here to increase the wealth and welfare of others. Even a small probability that some people are irrationally loyal, while most remain unwaveringly ‘rational’ could be enough to encourage counterparty confidence and cooperation, as demonstrated by Krep’s et al. (1982). Returning to the corporate case, stakeholders may, for instance, find sufficient assurance to justify their investment with just a small number of appropriately irrational managers randomly distributed in the general population (Kreps 1984). Firms, of course, don’t have to rely on dumb luck to end up with appropriately irrational managers. They, or the academies and institutions from which firms recruit, can “produce” loyal and trustworthy managers by putting them through “loyalty filters.” Firms may also select intrinsically loyal managers by running them through screens that sieve out strictly rational types. Screening out rational types is easier said than done, to be sure, since it is profitable and strictly rational to mimic the behavior of loyal and trustworthy types given the greater rewards they command.

Mimics will pull off their ruse for only so long, however, as Shleifer and Summers submit. “There are no lifetime moles.” Personality types eventually reveal themselves and a lifetime of consummate mimicry may be economically indistinguishable from the real thing. After all, neither type is actually loyal to their principals. Both strictly rational and irrationally loyal types are ultimately committed to the pursuit of their own interests. Rational types are simply unburdened by the self-satisfying ‘integrity’ that defines the character of loyal types. These unyielding personalities may nonetheless
be of use to principals. By installing irrationally loyal agents as irrevocable proxies, principals may commit to maintain a course otherwise susceptible to redirection or renegotiation (Maskin and Tirole, 1999). It is an ancient strategy. Odysseus made his men bind him to the mast with rope and put beeswax in their ears so they could hear neither his countermands nor the Sirens’ songs. Irrationally loyal agents are akin to rope and beeswax; simple-minded contrivances serviceable as commitment devices. These tools may, moreover, be shaped and molded (with filters) or sought out and selected (through screens) as needed in order to serve these limited purposes.

2.3 Allegiant Loyalty

No plausible survey of loyalty in contemporary economics could fail to mention Albert Hirschman’s (1970) Exit, Voice and Loyalty. In a chapter entitled “A Theory of Loyalty,” Hirschman offers thoroughgoing economics approach to loyalty, treating it as barrier to exit from relationships and associations. Loyalty, as a barrier to exit, encourages individuals to stay put, to stay the course and speak up when dissatisfied. In the face of falling quality, Hirschman’s main concern, loyalty exerts a moderating force by raising the costs of exit and fostering discourse. But to what end? “As a result of loyalty,” answers Hirschman, insiders “stay on longer than they would ordinarily, in the hope or, rather, reasoned expectation that improvement or reform can be achieved ‘from within’.” As a strictly rational strategy for attaining and preserving quality goods and services, however, loyalty would appear misplaced in circumstances of decline.

To speak of loyalty simply as a means of procuring quality goods and services offends basic market logic. On the one hand, when quality goods and services may be readily procured elsewhere, loyalty would seem unnecessary or, worse — keeping individuals tied to inferior suppliers or locked in deteriorating arrangements. On the other hand, when there are no alternative providers, it hardly makes sense to refer to loyalty. Loyalty requires “the possibility of disloyalty, that is, exit.” When there are no plausible alternatives, exit barriers are functionally redundant and observational loyalty is meaningless. When there are many suitable or superior alternatives (lots of easy exits) exit barriers, including loyalty, hinder access to better quality goods and services. It is paradoxical, Hirschman observes, that “loyalty is at its most functional when it looks most irrational.”

Why show loyalty when better alternatives are readily available? From a functionalist perspective, if not a strictly rational one, the answer must in-
volve commitment to ongoing relationships and associations themselves, and not simply the quality of goods and services derived from them. Hirschman gives it away with his references to “attachment” and “cohesive ideology.” Discouraging exit through loyalty or other means is necessary for maintaining certain relationships and associations. Burdensome dissolution proceedings, like loyalty, non-coincidentally extends partnerships and marriages, even inefficient and dysfunctional ones. These barriers to exit, in no small part, exist for the sake of those relationships, for their continuation—to simply keep them going. All sorts of relationships and associations are necessarily so perpetuated. Exit barriers address, as Knight put it, the “problem of social continuity.” A society or culture from which “exit is entirely costless,” Jacob Levy rightly tells us, is “no culture at all.”

Seen in this light Hirschman’s functionalist approach to loyalty expresses an implicit notion of commitment, yet not commitment to individuals or to things or to quality, but rather to relationships, associations, organizations, communities and other going concerns. Commitment to these groups often prescribes certain beliefs, practices, behavioral obligations and

\[\text{\footnotesize†}J\text{acob T. Levy, The Multiculturalism of Fear 112 (2000). It may be useful here to clarify Knight’s understanding of loyalty to conduct rules (allegiant loyalty) as a solution to problem of social continuity by contrasting it with the approach suggested by Arrow seeking in seeking to enlist trust or } fides \text{ to address problem of moral hazard (structural loyalty). “This trustworthiness of the common man, depending on competence and the elementary morality of respecting the freedom of others, is valid only up to a point,” Knight wrote (in Risk, Uncertainty and Profit, Preface for the Reprint of 1957, at p. lv). Trustworthiness here entails two separate concerns: first, a concern for practical competence, which allows one to trust that an agent can get things done (i.e., care and prudence); second, is the concern for moral competence, which offers assurance that the agent will take the appropriate and prescribed action (loyalty and obedience). Now recall Arrow’s conclusion that resolving this difficult problem of trust was essential for the efficient organization of society. Knight agreed the problem was difficult, but viewed it as strictly second-order. “It is a hard problem, yet on the whole a minor one,” he wrote. “Harder is provision for the defense of a society against external enemies.” Id. Not only external threats but also internal dissension and dissolution. The problem that every society, culture and other going-concern must, first and foremost, address itself to is “the problem of social continuity.” Loyalty to conduct rules offers a solution: one way to address “[t]he social problem is,” Knight observed, to “preserve respect for the rules [which] is a moral problem.” Frank H. Knight, Risk, Uncertainty and Profit, Reprints of Economic Classics, Augustus M. Kelley Bookseller, New York (1964), Preface to the Re-issue (1933) p. xxxi. Similarly, the institutional economist John Commons argued that Wesley Hohfeld’s conceptualization of entitlements was nothing short of a general theory of conduct rules, describing “the way in which the common practices of any going concern control the individual members of that concern and hold them to the conduct necessary to preserve the existence of the concern.” (emphasis added) “These principles are just as applicable to the shop rules of an industrial concern, or to the ethical rules of a family or any of the many cultural concerns, as they are to the supreme political concern.” John R. Commons, Law and Economics Yale L.J. (1925) at 375.\]
approved rules of conduct (call the whole "conduct rules" for short) as a condi-
tion of membership and continued good standing within the group.\textsuperscript{63} Members may internalize these prescriptions (e.g., through loyalty filters) such
that their preferences lead them to follow the conduct rules and potentially
sanction those who fail to follow, thereby providing additional compliance
incentives.\textsuperscript{64} Conduct rules, however, needn’t be internalized or incentivized
to be followed. People also comply with conduct rules out of loyalty or com-
mitment to social groups. That is “[o]ne of the ways in which the sense
of identity can operate,” says Amartya Sen, “through making members of
a community accept certain \textit{rules of conduct} as part of obligatory behavior
toward others in the community.”\textsuperscript{65} Where membership require acceptance
of conduct rules, loyalty demands compliance.

Loyalty to a group or concern can lead individuals to follow conduct
rules even in cases where their preferences and the incentives they face would
draw them in other directions. Strictly speaking, it is not blind loyalty when
one acts (with eyes wide open) on the dictates of allegiance to conduct rules
calling for actions anc choices contrary to self-interest. We may call these
behavioral dictates “ethics,” say says George Stigler, or at least “[w]hat we
[economists] call ethics, on this approach,” which “is a set of rules with re-
spect to dealings with other persons, rules which in general prohibit behavior
which is only myopically self-serving, or which imposes large costs on others
with small gains to oneself.”\textsuperscript{66} Sen prefers the term “commitment,” and adds
“it is not a matter of asking each time, What do I get out of it? How are
my own goals furthered in this way?, but of taking for granted the case for
certain patterns of behavior toward others.”\textsuperscript{67} Here, I use the term “alle-
giant loyalty.” Whatever the usage, however, the implications are largely the
same. Actions and choices may be taken independently from considerations
of self-interests.

When socially called-for conduct goes against the demands of self-
interest, agents under the allegiant loyalty approach may comport themselves
with the approved rules and abnegate their self-interest. Although they have
not internalized the conduct rules, they may still regard these rules from an
internal point of view, wherein an agent “accepts and uses them as guides
to conduct.”\textsuperscript{68} Still not every agent need accept and follow conduct rules
under this approach. To be sure, “some people will gain by violating the
rules” and many may occasionally do so, particularly with regard to rules
seen as trivial, but, Stigler hypothesized, “few people violate important rules
often.”\textsuperscript{69} Stigler was attentive to the worry that his hypothesis might spring
the familiar trap of revealed preference reductivism—“the constant tempta-
tion to define the utility of the individual in such a way that the hypothesis
is tautological”—but he said little here about how to avoid it. Elsewhere, fortunately, he offered some useful guidance: “it takes a theory to beat a theory.”

It is difficult to illustrate allegiant loyalty with conventional economic theory. Much of this theory rules out the very possibility of self-abnegation, by assumption. Confounding matters more, there are often multiple such assumptions, some of which concealed by what is purported as pure method or analysis. Sen alerts us to the fact that “notions of ‘equilibrium’ (Nash equilibrium, strong equilibrium, the ‘core,’ etc.), ‘optimality’ (Pareto optimality, bargaining-game ‘solutions,’ etc.), ‘dominant’ strategies, and other basic concepts of the theory are interpreted in the light of these behavioral assumptions.” But the difficulty here goes beyond basic questions of interpretation. Nash equilibria and related refinements can only make sense of actions and choices seen by individuals as ‘best responses’ from an inherently self-regarding stance (even when these individuals incorporate the welfare of others or other values within their own utilities or payoffs). Other-regardingness, irreducible to this self-focused orientation, is unintelligible within the Nash equilibria conceptual framework.

To demonstrate this point, and further illustrate the allegiant loyalty approach, consider the following “loyalty game.” Imagine a party, called the principal, possessing assets, which may double in value if placed under the management of a second party, the agent. Assume the agent acts either in the “sole interest” of the principal (i.e., she acts loyally) or in her own self-interest (i.e., disloyally).‡ When the agent acts loyally the principal gets the entire return on invested assets, while disloyalty lowers the principal’s return by some amount, $x$, which is appropriated by the agent.§ The interaction is depicted in the game tree below, where the principal’s initial asset value is 2, which will double to 4 under the agent’s management.

‡Assume further all actions fit exclusively and obviously (obvious to the agent) within the loyalty or disloyalty dichotomy. These strong assumptions may be relaxed without losing the basic point, but are maintained for economy and expositional clarity.

§Compensation for the agent is also suppressed for simplicity, but could be assumed to be a competitive salary, normalized to zero, representing the amount she would earn in the market for her services if the principal did not invest with her.
Game theorists have been known to refer to interactions (i.e., games) having this structure as the “Trust Game” or “Boxed Pigs” or One-sided Prisoner’s Dilemma, which unlike the conventional Prisoner’s Dilemma game is not solvable with strictly dominant strategies—that is, each party cannot take an action that is best irrespective of what the other party does. In this case, the principal will find it best to invest only if the agent does not act too much in her own self-interest (i.e., so long as $x \leq 2$). To simplify matters further and focus our discussion, let $x = 3$, and consider the interaction converted to the matrix (normal form) below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>sole interest</th>
<th>self interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>invest</strong></td>
<td>4 0</td>
<td>1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>don’t invest</strong></td>
<td>2 0</td>
<td>2 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each cell in the matrix depicts the payoff results of strategy combinations between the parties, with the principal’s payoff appearing first, followed by the agent’s payoff. Hence, when the principal chooses to invest and the agent acts in the sole interest of her principal, the former receives 4 and the latter 0. Had the agent instead pursued her own self-interest, then the principal would have received 1 and the agent 3. When the principal does not invest, the payoffs are the same (2 and 0) irrespective of whatever action the agent would have taken had she the opportunity.

To solve this interaction in a non-cooperative game theoretic framework, researchers almost always rely on the Nash Equilibrium solution concept (or one of its various refinements), which requires that each player makes the best possible decision for herself, given the decisions of all others players.
in the game. The Nash solution concept is compelling for many reason, but note its implicit reliance on self-interest. For instance, in the matrix above, following Nash play, the agent must consider which of her strategies maximize her payoff given the choice made by the principal. So when the principal chooses to invest, the agent will act in her own self-interest (going after a payoff of 3 instead of settling for 0 by acting in the principal’s sole interest), and given that, the principal will choose not to invest (getting a payoff of 2 instead of 1), which results in a stable outcome (an equilibrium, depicted by \( N^* \) in the matrix) where neither party has incentive to alter their strategy given the strategy of the other. This is the only stable outcome identifiable under the Nash solution concept and it is a robust equilibrium.

As compelling as the Nash solution concept may be, there is considerable experimental and other empirical evidence suggesting that sensible people often do not behave according to its predictions. Consider an alternative “non-cooperative” approach, known as the Berge Equilibrium solution concept, which requires that each player makes the best possible decision for the other parties, given the decisions of all other players in the game.\( ^7 \) In this case, the agent must now focus on the first number in each cell (that is, on the the principal’s payoff instead of her own) in order to determine which of her strategies would maximize the principal’s payoff given the choice made by the principal. So when the principal chooses to invest, the agent will not act in her own self-interest, but rather in the sole interest of the principal (generating a payoff of 4 for the principal and zero for herself), and given that, the principal will have no incentive to deviate from the strategy of investing because she cannot make the agent any better-off (assuming that the principal also follows Berge behavioral rules). Hence, a stable outcome (a Berge equilibrium, depicted with \( B^* \) in the matrix) results where neither party has incentive to alter their strategy given the strategy of the other.

Observe that the equilibrium outcome depicted above is the same irrespective of whether the principal follows Berge behavioral rules or Nash behavior. Namely, given the strategy-aim of the agent to act in the sole in-
terest of the other party, the principal’s best (Berge or Nash) response is to invest. Which behavioral rule should the principal follow? It depends. Nash conduct norms may be the appropriate behavioral disposition for a beneficiary in some fiduciary relationships, such as agency and trusts. Were the parties “partners” or in some other communal relationship, however, calling for mutual “other-regarding conduct,” then Berge behavioral rules may be appropriate.

What about the behavioral disposition of the agent? Note that, unlike the choice involving the principal, the outcome above is not the same whether the agent follows Berge or Nash behavioral rules. When the agent adopts Nash (self-interested) behavioral rules the outcome is a payoff of 1 for the principal and 3 for the agent (depicted with a † in the matrix above), and when the agent adopts Berge (other-regarding) behavioral norms the outcome is a payoff of 4 for the principal and 0 for the agent (marked $B^*$). All of this suggests a simple, even obvious, strategy for a principal playing the loyalty game: when the principal faces a self-interested agent, whom we might call Agent Nash, then the principal should rationally not invest; and when facing an other-regarding agent, call her Agent Berge, then investing is a best response for the principal.
3 Sole Interest’s Conduct & Decision Rules

Two critical questions must be addressed in order to pursue the mundane strategy described above. First, how does the principal know what type of agent she is facing—Berge or Nash? Second, and perhaps more important, how does the agent know what type of behavioral disposition to adopt—Berge or Nash? Answers to both questions may be found in the conduct rules associated with the relationship or association between the principal and the agent. That is, the allegiant loyalty approach may provide answers, which will often be determined at the level of the transaction within identified relationships. For this approach to make sense, however, we must imagine a world with nuanced individuals — it needn’t be everyone, just some persons who are not intrinsically and always self-serving or reflexively and mindlessly loyal (as presumed in the structural loyalty and self-serving loyalty approaches, respectively). What if, for a given transaction, agents were able to adopt a behavioral disposition or follow conduct rules as directed by salient aspects of their relationships with principals?Were that the case, then the agent’s and principal’s problem would become one of mainly learning the relevant conduct rule for the transaction.

3.1 Conduct Rules & the Psychological Matrix

Fiduciary law plays a distinctive role in providing and publicizing appropriate conduct rules to agents, trustees and other fiduciaries. As a conduct rule, the sole interest directive calls attention to behaviors and strategies toward beneficiaries. An agent is instructed to consider not her own payoffs in deciding how to conduct herself. Actions and behaviors for and toward beneficiaries are supposed to be the singular focus of fiduciaries under the sole interest rule (not the weighing of their own payoffs in any degree). Any desirable outcome for a beneficiary may be reached by adjusting a fiduciary’s payoffs and, to be sure, reinterpreting payoff structures to make them align with desirable consequences is a tempting expedient. But that too is inadequate under the sole interest rule. To see this, consider the notion of the psychological matrix, described by John Thibaut & Harold Kelley in their work on social exchange theory.

Thibaut & Kelley emphasized that parties don’t all see the numbers in the cells in the same objective way. One fiduciary may take a completely egoistic view of the payoff matrix, considering only her own payoff as contributing any direct value or utility (i.e., only the utility of the fiduciary, $u_f$,
directly matters to the fiduciary) as typified in conventional law and economics arguments; another may take a cooperative view (where the sum of the parties’ utilities, \( u_f + u_b \), directly matters to the fiduciary); another may take a competitive-comparative view (seeking to maximize the positive difference of her payoff and that of the other party’s, \( \max\{u_f - u_b\} \)) or an equality focus (seeking to minimize the difference between payoffs, \( \min\{u_f - u_b\} \)) or even a completely altruistic or other-regarding orientation (i.e., the fiduciary’s payoffs take on the values of the beneficiary’s, i.e., the fiduciary sets \( u_f \) equal to \( u_b \)).

The last (psychological) payoff transformation, the altruistic or other-regarding orientation, would seem to capture the directive of the sole interest rule. But that’s misleading and wholly inadequate. Converting one’s own payoff to fully reflect another party’s payoff and then acting in a self-regarding manner with respect to the transformed payoff misses the point. Sole interest is a rule of conduct: it tells fiduciaries to look at no other party’s interest, including their own (even in transformed form), when deciding a course of action on behalf of beneficiaries. Moreover, as a conduct rule, sole interest both inculcates and informs. Which is to say, the conduct rule trains or socializes agents toward adopting other-regarding behaviors, not payoffs. This is the inculcating function.

Finally, fiduciary law’s conduct rules inform parties about when it is appropriate to be self-regarding. Not all agents are subject to strict sole interest duties—interested agents, agents with proxies and corporate agents are all granted significant leeway to pursue self-interested behavior—but law demands of other fiduciaries that they look away from their own interests (and that of third parties) when acting on behalf of their beneficiaries. Corporate fiduciaries may act like Agent Nash; traditional trustee should follow Agent Berge. There is room for both types of agents.

### 3.2 Decision Rules & Economic Welfare

Conventional law & economics arguments in favor of the best interest approach would suggest that the Berge behavioral norms (as reflected in the sole interest rule) are grossly inefficient and inappropriate to the demands placed on modern fiduciaries. Supporters of this suggestion would get rid of the sole interest conduct rule and replace it everywhere with Nash behav-

---

[D][Discuss, John Geanakoplos, David Pearce and Ennio Stacchetti, *Psychological Games and Sequential Rationality*, 1 GAMES & ECON. BEHAV., 60-79 (1989) and related subsequent literature.]
ioral norms that combine with incentives for fiduciaries to act in the best interest of beneficiaries. The fiduciary’s reasons for action would then follow from those incentives within a self-interested (structural loyalty) framework, rather than conduct rules taken from an internal point of view. In the remainder of this section, I challenge this broad claim about what is required for efficient behavior and what the law requires, with particular emphasis on the decision rule that follows from violations of the sole interest conduct rule.

The argument in favor of Nash behavioral norms stems from the concern that fiduciaries will not have sufficient incentive to act in the best interest of their beneficiaries when the optimal course of conduct for the beneficiary coincides with the individual or personal interests of the fiduciary. In such cases, because the decision rule requires the fiduciary to disgorge any gains from conflicted transactions, she will have little incentive, it is argued, to act in the best interest of beneficiaries. It is important to note that fiduciaries are often allowed to retain their compensation in these cases of conflict, unless there is a clear showing of bad faith in the conflicted transaction. They are simply not allowed to hold on to any profits from these efficient conflicted transactions, and consequently, the argument goes, fiduciaries avoid these transactions, even though they are in the best interest of beneficiaries.

The classic case of Boardman v. Phipps, is often presented as the prime example of overdeterrence and inefficiency caused by the sole interest rule (see also In re Kilmer). The Phipps case involved a trust which owned roughly one-quarter interest in a closely held corporation. The defendants, acting as agents for the trust, proposed a plan to reorganize the corporation for the benefit of all shareholders, including the trust. The success of the plan was threatened when the trust declined to purchase additional shares, at which point the defendants purchased the additional shares in their individual capacity. By doing so, they assured the success of the plan, generating sizable profits for all shareholders, including the trust and, of course, for themselves based on their additional purchases.

Subsequently, the defendants were sued and held liable under the sole interest rule. Although they were allowed to retain a generous compensation for their efforts, the defendants were forced to disgorge to the trust their profit earned on their individual holdings. As Professor Langbein argues, notwithstanding the fact that the outcome well served the interests of all

\[\text{\footnotesize II I will assume the transaction is both efficient and in the best interest of the beneficiary. Otherwise—since few commentators argue against the sole interest rule when it serves to discourage inefficient transactions and those not in the best interest of beneficiaries—there is nothing to argue over.}\]
parties, sole interest rule stood to undermine the efficiency of the transaction and the best interest of the trust. “Because, however, the conduct at issue in the transaction in Boardman was (and was at all times meant to be) value enhancing for the trust, the policy of deterring the overlap or conflict of interest was contrary to the best interest of the trust. But for the conflict-tainted conduct, the trust would have been worse off. 74

The claim that the fiduciary will lose incentive to engage in efficient (conflicted) transactions on behalf of beneficiaries when forced to disgorge any profits earned from breach of the sole interest conduct rule is similar to arguments made about efficient breach of contractual promises. 75 Yet, contrary to the often expressed and implied assumptions about efficient breach, the promisor does not require all of the gains of breach to behave efficiently. 76 Indeed, based on the rational self-interested structure that underlies the efficient breach hypothesis, it is sufficient for the promisor to receive an amount that is indistinguishable from nothing! Give up this implication and one is forced to also give up all efficiency claims and marginal analyses based on continuity, which is to say the entire theoretical apparatus of law and economics. Now there may be reasons—based on fairness, efficiency or some justice consideration—to allow the promisors to capture the gains of efficient breach. 77 Similarly, there may be reasons to give the promisee some or all of the gains from breach, based on fairness, efficiency or some justice consideration. The distribution of gains from breach is a separate matter from the question of efficient allocation through breach.

The same argument applies to a fiduciary who breaches the sole interest conduct rule and is forced to disgorge her gains under the decision rule that follows violation of the sole interest command. Even if the fiduciary finds all of her reasons for action in a self-interested incentivized formula, even this Nash-inspired agent, will not be discouraged from taking efficient actions (as I will demonstrate below). The disgorgement decision rule preserves the incentives of fiduciaries following Nash behavioral norms, while the sole interest conduct rule provides reasons for action to agents capable of finding motivation for action from Berge behavioral norms. Of course, often the same individual may adopt a Nash behavioral disposition in one context and a Bergean disposition in another context—for instance, acting as an agent in a commercial context as compared to acting on behalf of a child or elderly parent—and some times the individual will not know what is the proper disposition and may look to law for guidance. 78

The point above concerning the efficiency of the disgorgement rule is illustrated in the following simple abstraction. Let \( \Delta \) represent the total
gains from efficient breach of the sole interest rule, i.e., when the fiduciary participates in the transaction. That is, assume the underlying transaction leaves the beneficiary no worse off in addition to generating a surplus gain of $\Delta > 0$, which is realized or captured by the fiduciary as a consequence of the value-enhancing transaction for the beneficiary. Assume (without loss of generality) that the next best (less efficient) alternative course of action produces zero profits (i.e., $\Delta = 0$) while the underlying transaction again leaves the beneficiary no worse off. An other-regarding Berge agent would be indifferent between the two courses of action because the beneficiary’s payoff, which is the sole interest of the agent, is exactly the same in either case.

The question now is, how much of $\Delta$ must the self-regarding Nash agent capture to pursue the efficient value-enhancing transaction? It is often suggested that offering the fiduciary anything less than the entire surplus, $\Delta$, would lead to inefficiencies, but that is patently false. To see this, let the fiduciary’s share of the gains from efficient breach of the sole interest duty be represented by $\frac{1}{N} \cdot \Delta$, where $N \in \{1, 2, 3, \ldots\}$. In this case the fiduciary gets the entire gain when $N = 1$, which of course leads her to take the efficient course of action. Yet the fiduciary also takes the efficient course when $N = 2$, even though she gets only half of the, which is better than nothing from taking the less efficient course. Note that the beneficiary is also better off, getting one-half of $\Delta$.

Therefore, continuing the argument, the Nash-inspired fiduciary will take the efficient course of action when $N = 3$, where she gets a third of the gain, and when $N = 4$, where she gets only a quarter of the gain, and so on. This sequence may fairly represent the default division of the surplus for breach of contracts within $N$-party partnerships and joint ventures. As $N$ approaches infinity the fiduciary’s share of the gain approaches 0 and the remedy becomes indistinguishable from the disgorgement remedy (the conventional remedy issued for breach of the duty of loyalty by fiduciaries). Yet even as her share of the surplus races toward 0 in the limit, the hyper-rational self-interested Agent Nash fiduciary, which is assumed in the standard law and economics models, will continue to breach the sole interest duty rule whenever its breach is efficient.

**Conclusion**

[to be completed].
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31 Most models further assume that the principal is risk-neutral and the agent is risk-averse or judgement-proof. Hence “[t]he principal-agent problem combines two inextricable elements, risk-sharing and differential information.” Kenneth J. Arrow, “The Economics of Agency,” in Principals and Agents: The Structure of Business (eds. John W. Pratt and Richard J. Zeckhauser), Boston, MA: Harvard Business School Press (1985) 37–51, at 44. When the agent is risk-neutral the problem dissolve to a relatively trivial case, where the solution is for the principal to sell her interest to the agent for its expected value under the optimal action (this idea was stated in a 1976 working paper by Harris & Raviv, later published in 1979; see also Shavell, 1979). The principal might even finance the transaction if the agent has limited funds. Mechanism design approaches have suggested complex solutions under some information structures, but the basic problem is quite robust.


34 Baker’s claim that economists dispensed with “bad character” needn’t be read as incorrect. Baker’s focus was on the economics of moral hazard—not the economics of information more generally, where bad character (or characteristics) is extensively studied under the headings “adverse selection” and “hidden information”—and so a narrow
reading of the claim would seem most fair. And surely he is correct in asserting that moral hazard in economics today gives no weight to character. “While Arrow clearly demonstrated some regard for character, character nevertheless has disappeared from the economists’ moral hazard analysis. In the process, moral hazard has become exclusively a property of insurance arrangements and not a property of the individuals who enter those arrangements. A second, and related, difference occurs in the metamorphosis of the insurance ‘temptation’ into an ‘incentive.’ Where the insurance writers’ ‘temptation’ evoked a confrontation between good and evil, the economists’ ‘incentive’ evokes a cost-benefit calculation. Both temptation and incentive are matters of degree, but the concept ‘temptation’ gives greater attention to the moral worth of the individual who responds (or not) to the temptation. ‘Temptation’ also leads to a search for a trip point, the point up to which it is safe to go without concern that the individual will succumb to that temptation. Hence, the fire insurer's concern about ‘gain through loss.’ That gain was a specific one: the ability to get more money from the insurance company upon the destruction of the insured property than through continued operation or sale of the property. The economists’ ‘incentive,’ in contrast, is a force that acts on a population.” [271]


37 Arrow Reply at 538.

38 Arrow Reply, 538 (emphasis added).

39 [pincite]. Frank Knight also appreciated the “beneficent limitation” of moral and ethical conduct rules. “Competitive industry is or hitherto has been saved by the fact that the human individual has been found normally incapable of wielding to his own advantage much more industrial power than, aided by legal and moral restraints, society as a whole can safely permit him to possess.” Frank Knight, Risk, Uncertainty and Profit, at 193. Incorporation of these rules within the rigorous models of conventional economic theory (see e.g., Kaplow & Shavell (2007) and Benabou & Tirole (2011)), argued Arrow, “may ultimately be one of the greatest accomplishments of the principal-agent literature.”


40 Consider another currently popular American witticism—i.e., “Don’t hate the player, hate the game”—as an indication of the cultural penetration of the acceptance of finding fault with the structure faced by agents, rather than the agents themselves.

41 Akerlof, 56

42 “He may be conscious or unconscious of the effect of the experience on his loyalties. And the experience may not only be chosen by himself (or an agent such as his parents acting on his behalf), but instead by another agent acting in his own selfish interest, such as an advertiser interested in fostering brand loyalty to the product he sells, or an employer interested in extracting unselfish performances from his employees.” 55
In contrast to the traditional structuralist view of choices simply reflecting existing and given loyalties.

[54] "Parents wish to maximize their children’s welfare. They can train their children to be dishonest, or they can train their children to be honest." [56] It is important to stress that in his model, Akerlof assumes that “parents can train their children to appear honest. But to make children appear honest, it is easiest to make them also be honest. There is a return to appearing honest, but not to being honest. It pays parents to teach their children to be honest because the individually functional trait of appearing honest is jointly produced with the individually dysfunctional trait of being honest.”


The importance of this “distinction between appearance and actuality of honesty has been discussed by Max Weber.”

For further description, see e.g., Richard R.W. Brooks, “The Holdup Game,” in *The Elgar Companion to Ronald H. Coase* (Claude Ménard and Elodie Bertrand, eds., Edward Edgar, 2016)


For notions of rational trust or loyalty, see e.g., Russell Hardin’s characterization of *encapsulated trust*, where one party “trusts” a second party because the first knows that it is in the economic interest of the second party to act in a trustworthy manner with respect to the first. Russell Hardin, *Trust and Trustworthiness* (Sage, 2002). Avner Greif similarly characterized this economic incentive (as opposed to an ethical or social motive) to develop a reputation of honesty in his study of the medieval Maghribi Traders. Avner Greif, *Reputation and Coalitions in Medieval Trade: Evidence on the Maghribi Traders*, 49 J. Econ. Hist. 857 (1989). *See also* Avner Greif, (1993) “Contract enforceability and economic institutions in early trade: The Maghribi traders’ coalition,” *American Economic Review*, 83(3), 525–548.


Shleifer and Summers mention Kreps’ (1984) model relaxing the strict rationality assumption (“a rational reputation is modeled as a small probability that the manager is irrationally honest," [at 39, emphasis added].)

Parties’ ex ante desires are often subverted by their ability to renegotiate arrangements ex post. Whether they can credibly commit to “no renegotiation” and what form that commitment might take are questions that economists have given much attention. Eric Maskin and Jean Tirole suggest that contracting parties could include irrevocable clauses in their contracts, prohibiting renegotiation and stipulating large legally enforceable penalties (i.e., liquidated damage clauses) if renegotiation occurs. Of course, these clauses may themselves be renegotiated by the parties (unless one party will simply not respond to invitations to renegotiate (e.g., persons with beeswax in their ears or with personalities disallowing such considerations). Maskin and Tirole respond to this challenge by pointing out that “the parties could in principle register their contract [clauses] publicly and play out the mechanism before an arbitrator.” American courts, however, have shown great
reluctance to enforce large liquidated clauses. Yet despite this institutional constraint, it is certainly true that parties can credibly commit to “no renegotiation” in varying forms and degrees.

55 “Whatever the exact mechanism,” loyalty filters, screens or other schemes, “it is essential to see that shareholders deliberately choose as managers individuals for whom value maximization is subordinate to satisfaction of stakeholder claims, and then surrender to them control over the firm’s contracts.” Shleifer and Summers, 40

56 Countering an impulse to leave, Hirschman observes, “loyalty hold exits at bay and activates voice.” [78]

57 [check quote; Hence, “far from being irrational,” loyalty “can serve [a] socially useful purpose.” [79 (emphasis added)]

58 [82]

59 [82]

59 pincite. “This conclusion is a little unexpected[:] ... when loyalty means strong attachment to an organization that does not seem to warrant such attachment because it is so much like another one that is also available.” 81

60 “Such seemingly irrational loyalties are often encountered, for example, in relation to clubs, football teams, and political parties. . . . Loyalty to one’s country, on the other hand, is something that we can do without, since countries can ordinarily be considered to be well-differentiated products.” 81

61 “The ultimate difficulties of any arbitrary, artificial, moral, or rational reconstruction of society center around the problem of social continuity in a world where individuals are born naked, destitute, helpless, ignorant, and untrained, and must spend a third of their lives in acquiring the prerequisites of a free contractual existence. The distribution of control, of personal power, position, and opportunity, of the burden of labor and of uncertainty, and of the material produce of social industry cannot easily be radically altered, whatever we may think ideally ought to be done. The fundamental fact about society as a going concern is that it is made up of individuals ‘who are born and die and give place to others; ... The existing order, with the institutions of the private family and private property (in self as ‘well as goods), inheritance and bequest and parental responsibility, affords one ‘way for securing more or less tolerable results in grappling with this problem. They are not ideal, nor even good; but candid consideration of the difficulties of radical transformation, especially in view of our ignorance and disagreement as to what we want, suggests caution and humility in dealing with reconstruction proposals.” Frank Knight, 374-375

62 Corporate directors, for instance, owe loyalty to their corporations, which is to say to corporate bodies, not to shareholders, individually or the sum of them, or any other affiliated persons.


64 George Akerlof and Rachel Kranton lay the foundation for this model in their model of identity associated with “prescriptions,” which dictate utility-maximizing actions. [cite]

65 349 (emphasis added)

66 It is difficult to determine Stigler’s view of the precise relationship between “rationality” and the “ethics” that he identifies in his Tanner lectures. A committed neo-classical theorist, Stigler departs from strict view basic human motivation: “Man is eternally a utility-maximizer, in his home, in his office—be it public or private—in his church, in his
scientific work, in short, everywhere.” However, because utility-maximizing man “can and often does err”, as he observes, Stigler appears to suggest a bounded rationality hypothesis for the existence of these “ethics.” Yet at the same time he warns against “surreptitiously” introducing an implausible “theory of mistakes” as well as “the constant temptation to define the utility of the individual in such a way that the hypothesis is tautological.” 189


Sen [pincite]. Sen unpacks these assumptions in characteristically insightful and careful manner in [cites].

Named for French mathematician Claude Berge, who first characterized it in his 1957 book, General Theory on N-Player Games, the Berge Equilibria has largely evaded the attention of game-theorist for a variety of reasons, including that it was published in French and that it was largely followed up on by Russian scholars, writing in relative isolation from most western game theorist. See, Pierre Courtois, Rabia Nessah and Tarik Tazdat, How to Play the Games? Nash versus Berge Behavior Rules, WORKING PAPER [nd]; Andrew M. Colmana, Tom W. Körnerb, Olivier Musyc, Tarik Tazdaït, Mutual support in games: Some properties of Berge equilibria, 55(2) J. Math. Psych. 166–175 (2011)


“The theory clearly assumes that the promisor should be allowed to keep his gain, for otherwise he would lose interest in committing the breach that is supposedly so desirable.” Daniel Friedmann, The Efficient Breach Fallacy, 18 J. LEGAL STUD. 1, 4 (1989). See also Posner, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW.

When the promisor’s enrichment is not “unjustified,” even the very skeptical RESTATEMENTS (THIRD) OF RESTITUTION AND UNJUST ENRICHMENT would allow retention of profits from breach. [Discuss §39 R3RUE and comments].

At what point in a divorce proceeding should a perviously dependent spouse expect his partner to adopt a non-other-regarding attitude in their related affairs? When are siblings at arms-length or in a confidence relation in a sale of goods or property between the two?